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The generation of electron vortex states in ionization by intense and short laser pulses is analyzed
under the scope of the lowest-order Born approximation. For near infrared laser fields and nonrela-
tivistic intensities of the order of 1016 W/cm2, we show that one has to modify the nonrelativistic
treatment of ionization by accounting for recoil and mass relativistic corrections. By using the cor-
rected quasi-relativistic theory, the requirements for the observation of electron vortex states with
non-negligible probability and large topological charge are determined.
I. INTRODUCTION
Even though the optical vortices have been studied the-
oretically already in the 40’s of the last century [1], their
usefulness in modern physics and technology has been re-
alized quite recently. Both theoretical and experimental
advances in the field of optical and matter vortex waves
have been reviewed in recent articles devoted to light [2]
and electrons [3, 4], and in the reviews on Bose-Einstein
condensates [5, 6] and quantum fluids of light [7].
In this paper, we consider the electron vortex states
(EVS) generated in strong-field ionization. Actually, the
EVS in quantum mechanics can arise in different scenar-
ios. For instance, they manifest themselves in the quan-
tum Hall, De Haas-van Alphen, and Shubnikov-De Hass
effects as collective properties of condensed-matter elec-
trons in solids [8–10]. Related to this is the appearance
of impurity resonant states in two-dimensional quantum
wells [11, 12]. Such states, observed in crossed magnetic
and electric fields, have the vortex-like structure. Posi-
tions of their singularities (i.e., points at which the elec-
tron wave function vanishes and its phase is not uniquely
defined [13]) can be controlled by external fields. Namely,
for certain field parameters, the vortex singularities can
be aligned and the usually short-living resonances be-
come the long-living ones [11, 12]. Note that the prop-
agation of EVS in magnetic fields has been also dis-
cussed in both the Aharonov-Bohm and Landau con-
figurations [14], showing their distinctive phase proper-
ties. The creation of EVS in angle-resolved photoemis-
sion of electrons from solids and their relation to the
Berry phase has been studied in Ref. [15]. Moreover,
the Stern-Gerlach-type measurement of electrons with
large orbital angular momenta has been analyzed [16].
It is particularly important in light of the current pa-
per that EVS can be generated in laser-assisted quantum
processes, such as scattering [17] and ionization [18–21]
in strong laser fields. Supplementary to these investiga-
tions is the analysis of electron recombination [22] and
scattering [23–25] in the absence of the laser pulse, or
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the propagation of EVS in a strong laser wave [26–29].
In addition, free-electron vortex states have been studied
recently in [30–32].
The aim of this paper is to investigate ionization by in-
tense and short laser pulses resulting in electron states of
very large orbital angular momenta. For this purpose, we
shall focus on the high-energy portion of the ionization
spectrum. In order to neglect spin effects, we limit our-
selves to nonrelativistic laser pulse intensities of roughly
1016 W/cm2. The reason being that, for high-energy
ionization by near infrared laser fields, the spin correc-
tions are marginal at these intensities. We find, however,
that other corrections (such as the recoil and relativis-
tic mass corrections) already play a role and have to be
incorporated into the nonrelativistic theory. Our new
quasi-relativistic treatment is an extension of [33] and,
in the regime of parameters considered in the current pa-
per, agrees very well with the fully relativistic approach.
In order to select optimal conditions for the generation of
EVS we shall discuss the concept of the ionization spiral,
around which the probability distribution of high-energy
ionization is peaked. We will show that, if the electron
momenta of vortex states follow the spiral, the EVS of
large orbital angular momenta are created with signifi-
cant probabilities.
The paper is organized as follows. While in Sec. II
we define the transition probabilities for arbitrarily nor-
malized states, in Sec. II A we apply this general scheme
to the plane-wave states of well defined momenta. Some
properties of EVS, together with the notation used in
this paper, are discussed in Sec. II B. Also, the transition
probabilities and amplitudes involving EVS are discussed
there. The generalization to the electron scattering vor-
tex states for static and spherically symmetric potentials
is elucidated in Sec. II C. Ionization of a one-electron sys-
tem is discussed in Sec. III. In particular, in Sec. III A,
we derive the exact differential probability distribution
of ionization to a vortex state. The lowest-order Born
approximation is discussed in Sec. III B, together with
the importance of the recoil and mass corrections. In
Secs. III C and III D, we define the shape of the laser pulse
and introduce two quasi-relativistic approximations. We
show that, in the high-energy portion of the ionization
spectrum (i.e., for kinetic energies of the order of 1 keV
or larger), the relativistic mass corrections become signif-
2icant for the considered Ti:Sapphire laser field. Sec. IV is
devoted to the creation of EVS. In order to generate such
states efficiently in strong-field ionization, it is necessary
to choose properly the parameters of the final electron
momenta. Namely, they have to follow the ionization
spiral which is discussed in Sec. IVA. Probability distri-
butions of EVS as well as their properties are analyzed
in Sec. IVB. Finally, in Sec. V we summarize our results
and draw perspectives for further investigations.
Throughout the paper we keep ~ = 1. Unless otherwise
stated, in our numerical analysis we use relativistic units
(rel. units) such that ~ = me = c = 1, where me is the
electron rest mass.
II. TRANSITION PROBABILITIES
Let us start with the most general situation when the
time-evolution of a system is described by a unitary oper-
ator Sˆ, (Sˆ†Sˆ = Iˆ) and, in the remote past, it is prepared
in an initial state |in〉 such that 〈in|in〉 = Nin < ∞. We
further assume that in the far future the Hilbert space of
the system is spanned by a set of orthogonal states |Λ〉,
〈Λ′|Λ〉 = NΛδΛ′Λ, (1)
that satisfy the completeness relation,
∑
Λ
1
NΛ
|Λ〉〈Λ| = Iˆ . (2)
In general, Λ is a multi-index labeling these states and it
contains both continuous and discrete parameters. For
the continuous parameters, the symbol δΛ′Λ in (1) has to
be replaced by the Dirac delta distribution, whereas the
sum over Λ in Eq. (2) refers to integration.
The transition probability amplitude from the initial
|in〉 to the final state |Λ〉 is defined as the matrix element
of the corresponding evolution operator Sˆ,
Ain(Λ) = 〈Λ|Sˆ|in〉. (3)
It follows from the unitarity of Sˆ that these amplitudes
satisfy the sum rule,
∑
Λ
1
NinNΛ
|Ain(Λ)|2 = 1. (4)
Hence, the transition probabilities are equal to
Pin(Λ) = 1
NinNΛ
|Ain(Λ)|2. (5)
Of course, the Hilbert space of the system can be spanned
by a different set of orthogonal and complete states |Ξ〉,
labeled by a multi-index Ξ. In this case, the correspond-
ing transition probabilities are
Pin(Ξ) = 1
NinNΞ
|Ain(Ξ)|2, (6)
with
Ain(Ξ) =
∑
Λ
〈Ξ|Λ〉
NΛ
Ain(Λ). (7)
This defines how to transform the probability amplitudes
when calculated in different bases. To illustrate this gen-
eral approach, we consider now free-electron states.
A. Free-electron plane-wave states
For a free electron, the plane-wave states |p〉, where p
is the electron momentum, are the most common choice
of the states |Λ〉. Their wave function in position repre-
sentation are
〈x|p〉 = eip·x. (8)
Hence,
〈p′|p〉 =
∫
d3x 〈p′|x〉〈x|p〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(p− p′), (9)
1
(2π)3
∫
d3p〈x|p〉〈p|x′〉 = δ(3)(x− x′), (10)
and the transition probability distribution,
Pin(p) = 1
(2π)3Nin
|Ain(p)|2 = 1
(2π)3Nin
|〈p|Sˆ|in〉|2,
(11)
satisfies the completeness relation,∫
d3pPin(p) = 1. (12)
B. Free-electron vortex states
Now, we choose a different basis of free-electron states.
In order to define them, we choose first an arbitrary unit
vector in space n‖, which is uniquely determined by the
polar and azimuthal angles θT and ϕT, respectively. This
vector together with two other vectors, n⊥,1 and n⊥,2,
n⊥,1 =

cos θT cosϕTcos θT sinϕT
− sin θT

 , n⊥,2 =

− sinϕTcosϕT
0

 ,
n‖ =

sin θT cosϕTsin θT sinϕT
cos θT

 , (13)
constitute a triad of right-handed orthogonal unit vec-
tors [34, 35]. The new states are defined as free-electron
states which are eigenvectors of Lˆ‖ = n‖ · Lˆ, where
Lˆ = xˆ × pˆ is the orbital angular momentum operator.
We will refer to them as free-electron vortex states.
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nate system, in which a position vector x can be decom-
posed such that
x = x‖n‖ + x⊥(n⊥,1 cosϕx + n⊥,2 sinϕx), (14)
and similarly for a momentum vector p. One can show
that the free-electron vortex states |p‖, p⊥,m〉 (also called
the twisted or Bessel states) in position representation
have the form
〈x|p‖, p⊥,m〉 = imeip‖x‖Jm(p⊥x⊥)eimϕx , (15)
where the parallel and perpendicular components of the
electron momentum are
p‖ = p · n‖ and p⊥ =
√
p2 − p2‖, (16)
and the integer m is called the topological charge. The
free-electron wave functions (15) fulfill the orthogonality
condition (1),
〈p′‖, p′⊥,m′|p‖, p⊥,m〉 =
(2π)2
p⊥
δ(p‖− p′‖)δ(p⊥− p′⊥)δmm′ ,
(17)
which follows from the property of the Bessel functions
(see, e.g., [36–38]),∫ ∞
0
x⊥dx⊥ Jm(p
′
⊥x⊥)Jm(p⊥x⊥) =
1
p⊥
δ(p⊥−p′⊥). (18)
Hence, the following completeness relation (2) for the
wave functions (15) holds
1
(2π)2
∞∑
m=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dp‖
∫ ∞
0
p⊥dp⊥〈x′|p‖, p⊥,m〉
×〈p‖, p⊥,m|x〉 = δ(3)(x− x′). (19)
Now, our aim is to determine the probability amplitude
of a transition to a free-electron vortex state (15) knowing
the respective probability amplitudes to the plane-wave
states (see, Sec. II A). Since the EVS wave functions (15)
depend on the choice of the coordinate system, which is
defined by the angles θT and ϕT, we will attach the same
subscript to the momentum labeling the plane waves,
|pT(ϕ)〉. This is to emphasize that these states are de-
termined in the cylindrical coordinates (13). In this case,
the electron momentum pT(ϕ) can be parametrized by
the angle ϕ ∈ [0, 2π] (see, Fig. 1),
pT(ϕ) =p‖ + p⊥(ϕ) = pT cosβTn‖
+ pT sinβT(n⊥,1 cosϕ+ ζHn⊥,2 sinϕ). (20)
Here, we understand that the momentum p‖ is parallel
to the axis n‖ and it has the origin at the cone’s apex;
therefore, it is independent of ϕ. The perpendicular com-
ponent p⊥(ϕ), on the other hand, rotates on the cone’s
circular base of radius pT sinβT. The direction of rota-
tion is controlled by the sign of ζH = ±, which deter-
mines the helicity of the vortex state. Without loosing
p‖
pT(ϕ)
Figure 1. The twisted momentum pT(ϕ) circulating on the
lateral surface of the cone with apex at the origin of coor-
dinates, the opening angle 2βT, and its side length pT. The
symmetry axis is defined by the polar and azimuthal angles θT
and ϕT, respectively. Here, pT(ϕ) is parametrized by the an-
gle 0 6 ϕ 6 2pi [see, Eq. (20)] for ζH = 1. While the momen-
tum p‖, parallel to the symmetry axis and fixed at the cone’s
apex, is independent of ϕ and has the length p‖ = pT cos βT,
the perpendicular component p⊥(ϕ) rotates on the cone’s cir-
cular base of radius p⊥ = pT sin βT.
generality, we assume that ζH = 1. Also, we will call the
momenta (20) the family of twisted momenta and the
parameter ϕ the twist angle.
Now, by applying (14) and the generating function for
the Bessel functions,
eix cos̟ =
∞∑
m=−∞
imJm(x)e
im̟, (21)
we find out that the state |pT(ϕ)〉, in position represen-
tation, can be expanded as
〈x|pT(ϕ)〉 = eix·pT(ϕ) =
∞∑
m=−∞
e−imϕ〈x|p‖, p⊥,m〉,
(22)
where p‖ = pT cosβT and p⊥ = pT sinβT, in accordance
with the definition (20). It follows from Eq. (22) that
|p‖, p⊥,m〉 = 1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕ eimϕ|pT(ϕ)〉. (23)
Hence, the transition probability amplitude to the vor-
tex state, Ain(p‖, p⊥,m), can be expressed in terms of
the transition probability amplitudes to the plane-wave
states, Ain(pT(ϕ)), such that
Ain(p‖, p⊥,m) = 1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕ e−imϕAin(pT(ϕ)). (24)
For completeness, we also write that
Ain(pT(ϕ)) =
∞∑
m=−∞
eimϕAin(p‖, p⊥,m), (25)
4which follows directly from Eq. (22).
Finally, according to the general formula (5), we ar-
rive at the transition probability distribution to the free-
electron vortex state |p‖, p⊥,m〉,
d2Pm
dp‖dp⊥
≡ Pm(p‖, p⊥) = p⊥
(2π)2Nin
|Ain(p‖, p⊥,m)|2,
(26)
where Ain(p‖, p⊥,m) can be obtained from (24).
In order to describe ionization, which is the main topic
of this paper, one has to calculate the transition to the fi-
nal scattering state. For this reason, we will demonstrate
next that the same formulation as presented here for the
free-electron states [cf., Eq. (23)] can be carried on with
the scattering states of the electron.
C. Scattering vortex states
Consider the scattering states of an electron interacting
with a static and spherically symmetric atomic potential.
There are two types of such states: the ones with outgo-
ing spherical waves, ψ
(+)
p (x), and the ones with incoming
spherical waves, ψ
(−)
p (x) [39]; both labeled by the asymp-
totic electron momentum p. These two wave functions
are not independent, since[
ψ(−)p (x)
]∗
= ψ
(+)
−p (x). (27)
Similar to [40], if considered in the abstract Hilbert space,
we shall denote these states as |p; +〉 and |p;−〉, respec-
tively. The question is: How to construct the correspond-
ing scattering vortex states having known |p,±〉? Based
on Eq. (27), we understand that it is sufficient to define
the scattering vortex state for either |p; +〉 or |p;−〉. We
shall do this for the latter. The reason being that it is the
scattering state with the incoming spherical waves that
has to be accounted for in the transition probability am-
plitude of ionization. On the other hand, when analyzing
recombination one should use |p; +〉 instead [41].
For a spherically symmetric and static potential the
time-independent Schro¨dinger equation is rotationally in-
variant. Since the boundary conditions imposed on the
scattering states depend only on scalars with respect to
rotations (i.e., x2, p2, and p·x), the exact solution to the
Schro¨dinger equation also depends only on these combi-
nations. This property is used, for instance, in the partial
wave analysis of scattering by a spherically symmetric po-
tentials [13, 40]. The exact solution of scattering problem
for the Coulomb potential can serve as an example of this
general property.
Having this in mind, we write the scattering state with
incoming spherical waves, in position representation, as
〈x|p;−〉 = ψ(−)p (x) = f (−)ψ (x2,p2,p · x), (28)
where f
(−)
ψ is a priori unknown function of its arguments.
In our case, the momentum in (28) is the twisted momen-
tum pT(ϕ) [Eq. (20)]. Since p
2
T(ϕ) = p
2
‖ + p
2
⊥ and
pT(ϕ) · x = p‖x‖ + p⊥x⊥ cos(ϕx − ϕ), (29)
the wave function (28) can be Fourier decomposed,
〈x|pT(ϕ);−〉 =
∞∑
m=−∞
e−imϕ〈x|p‖, p⊥,m;−〉. (30)
One can show that
〈x|p‖, p⊥,m;−〉 = eimϕxf (−)ψ,m(x‖, x⊥; p‖, p⊥), (31)
with
f
(−)
ψ,m(x‖, x⊥; p‖, p⊥) =
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
d̟ e−im̟ (32)
× f (−)ψ
(
x2‖ + x
2
⊥, p
2
‖ + p
2
⊥, p‖x‖ + p⊥x⊥ cos̟
)
,
is an eigenfunction of the operator Lˆ‖ = n‖ · Lˆ with the
eigenvaluem; hence, it defines the scattering vortex wave
function with the incoming spherical waves. As it follows
from Eq. (30), the scattering vortex state is
|p‖, p⊥,m;−〉 = 1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕ eimϕ|pT(ϕ);−〉, (33)
which is an analogue of Eq. (23). As a consequence, for
spherically symmetric potentials, the expressions for the
amplitudes and probability distributions [Eqs. (24) and
(26), respectively] remain unchanged if the plane-wave
state |p〉 is replaced by the scattering one |p;−〉. Note
also that, if the final energy of the electron is sufficiently
large, the Born approximation can be applied. In its low-
est order, this is equivalent to approximate the final scat-
tering state by a plane wave. Hence, in the zeroth-order
Born approximation, the function f
(−)
ψ defined in (28)
becomes the plane wave eip·x and we recover the Bessel
states discussed above.
III. IONIZATION DISTRIBUTIONS
After these general remarks, we present now the theo-
retical treatment of strong-field ionization leading to gen-
eration of EVS.
A. General formulation
Consider a single-electron system whose time-evolution
is governed by the Hamiltonian,
Hˆ(t) = Hˆ0 + Vˆ + HˆI(t), (34)
where Hˆ0 is the free-particle Hamiltonian, Vˆ corresponds
to the static interaction, and HˆI(t) accounts for the in-
teraction with the laser field, which is always assumed to
5act for a finite time Tp, i.e., HˆI(t) vanishes for t < 0 and
t > Tp. Here, we also define the atomic Hamiltonian,
HˆA = Hˆ0 + Vˆ , (35)
and the so-called Volkov Hamiltonian,
HˆV (t) = Hˆ0 + HˆI(t). (36)
For these three Hamiltonians we introduce the evolution
operators,
Uˆ(t, t′) =Tˆ exp
(
−i
∫ t
t′
dτHˆ(τ)
)
,
UˆA(t, t
′) =e−iHˆA(t−t
′),
UˆV (t, t
′) =Tˆ exp
(
−i
∫ t
t′
dτHˆV (τ)
)
, (37)
where Tˆ is the time-ordering operator.
We assume that the atomic Hamiltonian HˆA has both
discrete and continuous eigenenergies such that
HˆA|B〉 = EB|B〉, HˆA|p;−〉 = Ep|p;−〉, (38)
where p is the asymptotic momentum of the electron. Be-
cause the corresponding eigenstates |B〉 and |p;−〉 fulfill
the relations
〈B′|B〉 = δB,B′ , 〈B|p;−〉 = 0,
〈p′;−|p;−〉 = (2π)3δ(3)(p− p′), (39)
we can write that
∑
B
|B〉〈B| +
∫
d3p
(2π)3
|p;−〉〈p;−| = Iˆ . (40)
Now, in order to describe ionization, one typically calcu-
lates the transition probability amplitude from a bound
state |B〉 to a scattering state |p;−〉,
AB(p;−) = 〈p;−|Sˆ|B〉 = lim
t→∞
lim
t′→−∞
AB(p; t, t′), (41)
where Sˆ = Uˆ(∞,−∞) and
AB(p; t, t′) = 〈p;−|Uˆ(t, t′)|B〉. (42)
Using here the Lippmann-Schwinger equation,
Uˆ(t, t′) = UˆA(t, t
′)− i
∫
dτUˆ(t, τ)HˆI (τ)UˆA(τ, t
′), (43)
and the property 〈p;−|UˆA(t, t′)|B〉 = 0, we arrive at the
following expression for the ionization probability ampli-
tude,
AB(p;−) = −i
∫ Tp
0
dt
∫
d3x
[
Ψ(−)p (x, t)
]∗
HˆI(t)ψB(x, t),
(44)
where ψB(x, t) = e
−iEBt〈x|B〉 and[
Ψ(−)p (x, t)
]∗
= 〈Ψ(−)p (t)|x〉 = 〈p;−|Uˆ(Tp, t)|x〉. (45)
Here, we emphasize that the state |Ψ(−)p (t)〉 satisfies the
Schro¨dinger equation with the full Hamiltonian Hˆ(t). Fi-
nally, the total probability of ionization equals
PB =
∫
d3p
(2π)3
|AB(p;−)|2, (46)
and its momentum distribution is
d3PB
d3p
≡ PB(p;−) = 1
(2π)3
|AB(p;−)|2. (47)
Similarly, the probability amplitude for ionization from
the bound state |B〉 to the final vortex state |p‖, p⊥,m;−〉
is defined as
AB(p‖, p⊥,m;−) = 〈p‖, p⊥,m;−|Sˆ|B〉 (48)
=
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕ e−imϕ〈pT(ϕ);−|Sˆ|B〉
=
1
2π
∫ 2π
0
dϕ e−imϕAB(pT(ϕ);−),
or,
AB(pT(ϕ);−) =
∞∑
m=−∞
eimϕAB(p‖, p⊥,m;−), (49)
which follows from the previous section. Hence, the prob-
ability distribution of ionization resulting in generation
of EVS can be defined as
d2PB,m
dp‖dp⊥
≡ PB,m(p‖, p⊥;−) = p⊥
(2π)2
|AB(p‖, p⊥,m;−)|2.
(50)
Note that this is the most general nonrelativistic descrip-
tion of ionization. We will show next that, for the pa-
rameters used in this paper, relativistic corrections play
already a role and have to be incorporated into the non-
relativistic theory.
B. Corrected quasi-relativistic SFA
Since recent experimental [42] and theoretical [33, 43–
49] investigations, it has become clear that, for near in-
frared pulses of intensities of the order of 1014 W/cm2 or
larger, the effects related to the radiation pressure [50]
can be detected in photoionization spectra. These effects
are accounted for in the relativistic theories based on the
Dirac or Klein-Gordon equations. Comparisons between
the relativistic Dirac and nonrelativistic Schro¨dinger ap-
proaches show how the latter has to be modified in order
to obtain a good agreement with the relativistic treat-
ment for intensities up to 1016 W/cm2 [33]. This goal
6can be achieved using the quasi-relativistic strong-field
approximation which for free-free transitions in intense
laser fields has been considered by Ehlotzky [51] (see,
also [52]), whereas for bound-free transitions by Krajew-
ska and Kamin´ski [33]. Below, we outline briefly the key
ingredients of the corrected (as compared to [33]) quasi-
relativistic strong-field approximation (QRSFA), which is
necessary in the regime of parameters used in this paper.
Generally speaking, the strong-field approximation
(SFA) is applicable for high-energy ionization if the ki-
netic energy of photoelectrons is much larger than the
ionization potential of the initial bound state, Ekin(p)≫
|EB|. This condition is very well satisfied in our paper.
In such case, it is justified to expand the full scattering
state |Ψ(−)p (t)〉 [Eq. (45)] in a Born series with respect to
the binding potential and, in its lowest order, to approx-
imate this state by the Volkov solution, |ψ(0)p (t)〉 [53–55].
The latter has a different form, depending on the frame-
work we use.
1. Relativistic corrections
Following Ref. [33], we assume that in the QRSFA the
interaction Hamiltonian HˆI(t), in the velocity gauge, is
HˆI(t) = − e
me
A(φ) · pˆ+ e
2
2me
A2(φ), (51)
where A(φ) is the vector potential describing the laser
pulse with a phase φ = ωt − k · x. Here, we introduce
the fundamental frequency of field oscillations ω that is
related to the pulse duration Tp such that ω = 2π/Tp.
The wave vector k is defined as k = (ω/c)n with a unit
vector n determining the propagation direction of the
laser pulse. As stated before, the electromagnetic poten-
tial vanishes outside the interval 0 < φ < 2π. Having
specified HˆI(t), we know the exact form of the Volkov
Hamiltonian (36) and, hence, also the Volkov evolution
operator, UˆV (t, 0).
The Volkov state |ψ(0)p (t)〉 originates from the free-
electron state |p〉 which evolves in time in the presence
of a laser pulse, meaning that
|ψ(0)p (t)〉 = UˆV (t, 0)|p〉. (52)
As a result, we obtain the Volkov wave function,
ψ(0)p (x, t) = exp
[
− iEkin(p)t+ ip · x (53)
+ i
∫ φ
0
dφ′
(eA(φ′) · p
N(p,k)
− e
2A2(φ′)
2N(p,k)
)]
.
Note that for the nonrelativistic theory and the dipole
approximation: φ = ωt, N(p,k) = ωme, Ekin(p) ≡
E
(0)
kin(p) = p
2/(2me), and the function ψ
(0)
p (x, t) in (53)
is the exact solution of the Schro¨dinger equation. Its gen-
eralization, the way it was introduced in [33], accounts
for two relativistic corrections referred to as the retarda-
tion and recoil corrections. While we recapture below the
essence of these modifications, a new aspect of our ap-
proach is to account for the relativistic mass corrections.
The retardation correction, stating that φ = ωt−k ·x,
reflects the fact that the laser pulse is a propagating wave.
It follows from [33] that for near infrared laser fields of
intensities up to 1016 W/cm2, this correction is negligi-
bly small and can be neglected in our further analysis.
Hence, we shall assume that φ ≈ ωt in Eq. (53). The
recoil corrections account for the recoil of the electron
during the exchange of momenta with the laser photons,
meaning that
N(p,k) = p · k = ω
c
(
√
p2 + (mec)2 − p · n). (54)
Note that in the nonrelativistic limit: N(p,k) ≈ ωme, or
if further terms of the nonrelativistic expansion of (54)
are considered [56],
N(p,k) ≈ ωme
(
1− 1
mec
p · n
)
. (55)
This modification of the nonrelativistic Volkov wave func-
tion, if compared with the relativistic SFA, is sufficient
in describing the radiation pressure effects for intensities
up to 1015 W/cm2. It fails, however, for larger inten-
sities [33]. For this reason, we shall keep in the follow-
ing N(p,k) as defined in (54) (see, Appendix A). Note
that the momentum of the parent ion is also changed
during the ionization process. However, due to its large
mass, it is commonly assumed that this correction only
marginally modifies the probability distributions of pho-
toelectrons, although it contributes to the overall mo-
mentum balance [45, 46, 48].
It appears that the relativistic mass corrections start
to significantly influence ionization for near infrared laser
fields and intensities larger than 1015 W/cm2. It follows
from the Klein-Gordon or Dirac equations that the elec-
tron kinetic energy, Ekin(p), is equal to
Ekin(p) =
√
(mec2)2 + (cp)2 −mec2 (56)
≈ p
2
2me
− p
4
8m3ec
2
. . . .
Keeping this in mind, we ask the question: When can
we neglect the higher mass corrections in the Volkov
wave (53)? Since Ekin(p)t appears there in the phase,
the nonrelativistic approximation is acceptable if
[E
(0)
kin(p)]
2
2mec2
T < π, (57)
where E
(0)
kin(p) is the nonrelativistic kinetic energy of the
photoelectron introduced before and T is a characteris-
tic time of the electron-laser-field interaction. For long
pulses, we can assume that this time equals the duration
of a single cycle, T = 2π/ωL, where ωL is the laser carrier
7frequency. For short pulses, T denotes the pulse dura-
tion Tp. Since these two times are comparable, in our
rough estimate we will choose the former one. Hence,
the nonrelativistic approximation for the kinetic energy
of photoelectrons is applicable if
[E
(0)
kin(p)]
2
mec2ωL
< 1. (58)
Specifically, for the Ti:Sapphire laser, the nonrelativistic
theory brakes down when the kinetic energy of photo-
electrons is at least√
mec2ωL ≈ 860 eV. (59)
While this estimate seems to be independent of the laser
field intensity, for intensities not exceeding 1015W/cm
2
the probability of detecting such energetic photoelectrons
is extremely small. In this case, our estimate has no prac-
tical importance. With increasing intensity, however, the
high energy portion of the spectrum contributes more sig-
nificantly to the overall ionization probability, as shown,
for instance, in Refs. [57–61]. This situation will be ana-
lyzed closely in our numerical simulations, where the full
relativistic kinetic energy will be accounted for.
2. Probability amplitude of ionization
It follows from the above definitions that the probabil-
ity amplitude of ionization (44) in the lowest-order Born
approximation with respect to the final electron state,
denoted now as A(p), is
A(p) = −i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫
d3x e−ip·x+iG(ωt,p)HˆI(t)ψB(x),
(60)
where
G(φ,p) =
∫ φ
0
dφ′
(Ekin(p)− EB
ω
− eA(φ
′) · p
N(p,k)
+
e2A2(φ′)
2N(p,k)
)
(61)
and ψB(x) = 〈x|B〉 is the bound state wave function of
energy EB, which follows from the Schro¨dinger equation.
As stated above, while the retardation corrections are ne-
glected in (60) and (61), the recoil corrections are fully
accounted for by taking N(p,k) defined in Eq. (54). We
will demonstrate later on that, for the considered param-
eters, Ekin(p) has to be treated relativistically, according
to (56). This actually follows from the relativistic formu-
lation of the SFA which, for convenience of the reader, is
presented in Appendix A.
C. Model
In our model, the laser pulse is described by the electric
field E(φ),
E(φ) = F1(φ)ε1 + F2(φ)ε2, (62)
where two real polarization vectors ε1 and ε2 fulfill the
relation n = ε1×ε2. As already stated, the pulse lasts for
time Tp and, hence, ω = 2π/Tp. The two real functions
Fj(φ) (j = 1, 2) determine the shape of the pulse in the
plane-wave front approximation [62] such that
Fj(φ) = Nω sin2
(φ
2
)
sin(Noscφ+ δj) cos(δ + δj) (63)
for φ ∈ [0, 2π] and 0 otherwise. Here, the real constant N
determines the time-averaged intensity of the laser pulse
(cf. Ref. [57] for details). The polarization properties
of the field are controlled by the angles δj and δ. We
choose in the following: δj = (j − 1)π/2 and δ = π/4 for
a circularly polarized laser light. The number of cycles is
denoted by Nosc, which allows us to define the laser car-
rier frequency, ωL = Noscω. As it follows from Eq. (62),
the vector potential has the form
A(φ) = f1(φ)ε1 + f2(φ)ε2, (64)
with
fj(φ) = −
∫ φ
0
dφ′ Fj(φ
′), (65)
and it vanishes for φ < 0 and φ > 2π.
We use the above model to describe a circularly po-
larized Ti:Sapphire laser pulse, with the laser carrier fre-
quency ωL = 1.5498 eV (wavelength λ = 800 nm). While
in the following we assume that the pulse consists of three
cycles (Nosc = 3), we want to emphasize that we arrive at
the same general conclusions for other short pulse dura-
tions. Such short pulses can be generated experimentally
as reported, for instance, in Ref. [63]. Moreover, as pre-
sented in the captions of the figures, we will consider the
time-averaged intensities of the order of 1016 W/cm2.
Our numerical illustrations will concern ionization of
a helium ion He+ (i.e., Z = 2) in the ground state. As
it follows from the Dirac equation, the binding energy of
such state is ErelB = mec
2
√
1− Z2α2, where α ≈ 1/137
is the fine-structure constant. When taking the nonrela-
tivistic limit, we obtain
ErelB −mec2 = mec2(
√
1− Z2α2 − 1)
≈ −1
2
Z2α2mec
2 − 1
8
Z4α4mec
2 . . . , (66)
where the lowest order term in α corresponds to the non-
relativistic ground state energy of a hydrogen-like ion, the
way it follows from the Schro¨dinger equation (for He+,
|EB| = 12Z2α2mec2 ≈ 54 eV). Let us note that for He+
and for the Ti:Sapphire laser field,
Z4α4mec
2
8ωL
≈ 2× 10−3 ≪ 1. (67)
Thus, we can neglect the relativistic corrections to the
binding energy in our QRSFA (see, Appendix A). How-
ever, for heavier ions (Z & 10), this assumption is ques-
tionable and it becomes necessary to treat the ionization
from the ground state in the relativistic framework.
8D. Comparison between different approximations
According to the general theory presented in Sec. III A,
the total probability of ionization in the QRSFA is
Pion =
∫
d3p
(2π)3
|A(p)|2, (68)
where A(p) is given by (60). In the following, we consider
two versions of this equation. When in Eq. (61),
i) there is no mass corrections,
Ekin(p) ≈ p
2
2me
, (69)
ii) mass corrections are fully accounted for,
Ekin(p) =
√
(mec2)2 + (cp)2 −mec2. (70)
Despite these substitutions in (61), in both cases we de-
fine the triply-differential probability distribution as
d3P
dEkind2Ωp
=
me|p|
(2π)3
|A(p)|2, (71)
or, if expressed in atomic units,
P(p) = α2mec2 d
3P
dEkind2Ωp
. (72)
Note also that the recoil corrections are fully accounted
for in both these quasi-relativistic approaches.
These two versions of the QRSFA will be compared
with the relativistic treatment based on the Dirac equa-
tion. Note that the relativistic SFA accounts exactly for
the recoil, retardation, and mass corrections. In this ap-
proximation, the total probability of ionization is
Pion = 1
2
∑
λ,λi=±
∫
d3p
(2π)3
|Aλiλ(p)|2, (73)
where we have summed over the final and averaged over
the initial electron spin states, λi and λ, respectively.
Here, Aλiλ(p) is given in Appendix A [Eq. (A6)]. Based
on (73), we define the spin-independent triply-differential
probability distribution of ionization,
d3P
dEpd2Ωp
=
me|p|
2(2π)3
∑
λ,λi=±
|A˜λiλ(p)|2, (74)
with A˜λiλ(p) = Aλiλ(p)
√
Ep
mec2
. When expressed in
atomic units,
P(p) = α2mec2 d
3P
dEpd2Ωp
, (75)
it represents the quantity to be compared with (72).
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Figure 2. Energy probability distributions of ionized elec-
trons, in atomic units, calculated from different theories: the
relativistic SFA (thick solid blue line), the QRSFA account-
ing only for the recoil corrections (thin solid red line), and
the QRSFA accounting for both the recoil and mass correc-
tions (thick dashed cyan line). In the upper panel, we present
the results for the time-averaged intensity of the laser pulse
5× 1016 W/cm2 and the polar and azimuthal angles of emis-
sion: θp = 0.4719pi and ϕp = 0, respectively. In the lower
panel, we plot the same but for the time-averaged intensity
of 1016 W/cm2 and the polar angle θp = 0.4874pi.
In Fig. 2, we compare the high-energy spectra of photo-
electrons when calculated from either the relativistic SFA
(thick solid blue line) or the QRSFA without the mass
corrections (thin solid red line) and fully accounting for
them (dashed cyan line). Note also that, in both quasi-
relativistic approaches, the recoil corrections are taken
into account. As expected based on our theoretical anal-
ysis, for a three-cycle Ti:Sapphire laser pulse of the non-
relativistic intensity I = 1016W/cm
2
(lower panel), not
only the recoil corrections, but also the relativistic mass
corrections play a significant role in the energy spectra
of photoelectrons around 1600 eV. With increasing the
intensity and the photoelectron kinetic energy (although
still nonrelativistic), the role of these corrections become
even more important (upper panel). By comparing the
results derived from the Dirac equation and the quasi-
relativistic approach accounting fully for the mass cor-
rections, one can conclude that both approaches lead to
almost identical distributions. Also, it shows that the ef-
fects related to the retardation corrections are negligible,
which has been already shown in [33]. Furthermore, for
I = 1016W/cm
2
, all the considered cases show probabil-
9ity distributions which are qualitatively similar, although
their peak values depend on the corrections applied. In
fact, by scaling all these distributions to their maximum
values (i.e., by presenting them in ‘arbitrary units’) one
would get nearly identical curves. On the other hand,
while at intensities close to 5×1016W/cm2 (upper panel)
the results accounting for recoil and mass corrections still
agree very well with the ones obtained from the Dirac
theory, this is not the case for the QRSFA neglecting the
mass corrections. It does not only differ considerably but
it leads to negligibly small (compared to the full relativis-
tic treatment) probabilities for high-energy ionization.
IV. GENERATION OF VORTEX STATES
In our further analysis, we will use the QRSFA in which
we take into account the recoil and mass corrections fully
[i.e., the version ii) above]. We have selected this specific
approach as, for the laser field intensities and photoelec-
tron kinetic energies considered here, it very well coin-
cides with the relativistic theory.
In order to proceed, we write the corrected Volkov wave
function (53) in the abstract form
ψ(0)p (x, t) = 〈x|UˆQR−B(t)|p〉, (76)
where
UˆQR−B(t) = exp
[
−iEkin(pˆ)t (77)
+ i
∫ ωt
−∞
dφ′
(eA(φ′) · pˆ
N(pˆ,k)
− e
2A2(φ′)
2N(pˆ,k)
)]
and the integration over φ′ has been extended to −∞ as
the vector potential vanishes for φ′ < 0. This allows us
to represent the amplitude (60) in the form (3), i.e.,
A(p) = 〈p|SˆQR−B|B〉, (78)
where
SˆQR−B = −i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt Uˆ †QR−B(t)HˆI(t)e
−iHˆAt, (79)
as HˆI(t) vanishes for t < 0 and t > Tp. Thus, we can for-
mally interpret SˆQR−B as the evolution operator for the
transition from a bound state to the high-energy contin-
uum in the quasi-relativistic and Born approximations.
This also shows that the probability amplitudes of ion-
ization into vortex states can be calculated from A(p) by
the Fourier decomposition (25),
A(pT(ϕ)) =
∞∑
m=−∞
eimϕ〈p‖, p⊥,m|SˆQR−B|B〉
=
∞∑
m=−∞
eimϕAm(p‖, p⊥). (80)
Here, we have changed the notation from A(p‖, p⊥,m) to
Am(p‖, p⊥) in order to separate the discrete variable m
from the remaining two continuous ones, p‖ and p⊥.
Figure 3. Schematic representation of the kinematics in mo-
mentum space considered in this paper. The thick line rep-
resents the ionization spiral pS(φ) with the red (lighter) line
corresponding to the ramp-up portion of the laser pulse, and
the dark green (darker) line to the ramp-down portion. The
twisted momentum, pT(ϕ), rotates on the surface of the semi-
transparent blue cone such that, for a particular value of
ϕ = ϕ0, it touches the ionization spiral, i.e., there exists a
phase φ = φ0 such that pS(φ0) = pT(ϕ0) = p0. In our anal-
ysis, we choose φ0 = pi and ϕ0 = 0. Note that, for visual
purposes, the vertical and horizontal axes are not in scale.
A. Ionization spiral
As it has been shown in [60, 61], the high-energy ion-
ization is unlikely unless the photoelectron momentum
p approaches pS(φ), which is parametrized by the laser
phase φ ∈ [0, 2π] such that
p⊥S (φ) = eA(φ), p
‖
S(φ) =
e2A2(φ)
2mec
√
1− Z2α2 . (81)
Here, p⊥S and p
‖
S are the perpendicular and parallel com-
ponents of momentum pS(φ) with respect to the direction
of propagation of the laser pulse n, and have to be dis-
tinguished from the cylindrical coordinates introduced in
Sec. II B. They define a curve in momentum space,
pS(φ) = p
⊥
S (φ) + p
‖
S(φ)n, (82)
which we will call the ionization spiral. Several proper-
ties of the ionization probability distribution can be de-
duced from this analytical prediction (82). For instance,
for the laser pulse parameters considered in Fig. 2, pS(π)
(i.e., the value of pS at the pulse maximum) defines the
polar and azimuthal angles (θp and ϕp, respectively) at
which the ionized electron is detected with the locally
largest probability distribution. These values are pre-
sented in the caption of Fig. 2. Also, the kinetic energy
corresponding to pS(π) determines the central energy of
the probability distribution, i.e., the energy at which the
distribution is peaked. Note, however, that the predic-
tions arising from the momentum spiral are valid only
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Figure 4. Modulus squared of the probability amplitude of
ionization A(pT(ϕ)), in relativistic units, (upper panel) and
the derivative of its phase (bottom panel) as functions of the
twist angle ϕ. While the time-averaged intensity of the laser
pulse is 5×1016 W/cm2, the remaining parameters of the pulse
are specified in Sec. III C. In cylindrical coordinates defined
by the angles θT = 0.37pi and ϕT = 0, the photoelectron final
momentum is such that p‖ = 0.17mec and p⊥ = 0.055mec.
In addition, we take: φ = pi, δp‖ = δp⊥ = δϕT = 0, and
δθT = −0.1pi, meaning that βT = 0.1pi. The solid blue line
represents the results based on the Dirac equation (i.e., the
relativistic SFA) with the initial and final electron spin projec-
tions on the direction of laser pulse propagation. The dashed
red line is for the quasi-relativistic approach ii) specified in
Sec. IIID. The results presented here are limited to twist an-
gles for which the modulus of the probability amplitude is
sufficiently different than 0, otherwise, the determination of
the phase is erratic.
for the high-energy ionization (i.e., for sufficiently intense
pulses) [60, 61]. Thus, even though we define pS(φ) for
all possible laser phases φ, its interpretation as photoelec-
tron momentum detected with maximum probability is
only valid for the high-energy portion of ionization spec-
trum. Based on our numerical analysis, we can roughly
quantify what ‘the high-energy portion of ionization spec-
trum’ means. Namely, it relates to photoelectron kinetic
energies larger than 10|EB| [58].
As we have stated above, in high-energy ionization,
the photoelectrons with momenta far away from the spi-
ral (82) are emitted with very small probabilities. There-
fore, for an arbitrary choice of twisted momenta pT(ϕ),
a very weak ionization signal is expected. A stronger sig-
nal will be obtained only for those momenta pT(ϕ) which,
for some values of the twist angle ϕ, approach pS(φ) in
momentum space. Now, we shall construct such pT(ϕ).
Let us select a particular laser phase φ0 and define the
momentum p0 = pS(φ0), which points in the direction
determined by the polar and azimuthal angles θ0 and ϕ0,
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Figure 5. The same as in Fig. 4, but for the laser field in-
tensity 1016 W/cm2 and for the parameters: p‖ = 0.075mec,
p⊥ = 0.024mec, θT = 0.387pi, and ϕT = 0. The remain-
ing parameters are still: φ = pi, δp‖ = δp⊥ = δϕT = 0,
δθT = −0.1pi, and βT = 0.1pi.
respectively. Next, we fix the angles θT and φT as follows
θT = θ0 + δθT, ϕT = ϕ0 + δϕT, (83)
with arbitrary increments δθT and δϕT. These two angles
(θT and ϕT) determine the cylindrical coordinates with
symmetry axis n‖ and two perpendicular vectors, n⊥,1
and n⊥,2 (13). In this system of coordinates, we have
p0‖ = p0 · n‖, p0⊥ =
√
p20 − p20‖, (84)
and so, the family of twisted momenta pT(ϕ) is defined,
pT(ϕ) = (p0‖ + δp‖)n‖ (85)
+ (p0⊥ + δp⊥)(n⊥,1 cosϕ+ ζHn⊥,2 sinϕ).
As before, we choose the helicity of the vortex state such
that ζH = 1. In principle, the increments δp‖ and δp⊥
can be chosen arbitrarily. However, they should be close
to 0 for the twisted momenta pT(ϕ) to approach the spi-
ral pS(φ). Such a choice of pT(ϕ) is schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 3 for φ0 = π (i.e., when both the strength
of the laser pulse and the length of p0 are maximum),
δp‖ = δp⊥ = δϕT = 0, and for δθT = −0.1π. This
means that the twisted momenta rotate on a cone with
the half-opening angle βT = 0.1π. For these parameters,
the curves pS(φ) and pT(ϕ) are tangent to each other for
φ = π and ϕ = 0.
In Figs. 4 and 5, we present the modulus squared
and the phase derivative of the probability amplitude
of ionization A(pT(ϕ)) as functions of the twist angle
ϕ. While Fig. 4 relates to a time-averaged laser pulse
intensity I = 5 × 1016W/cm2, Fig. 5 is obtained for
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I = 1016W/cm
2
. It can be seen in both figures that
the probability amplitudes of ionization are large for ϕ
close to 0. This is the case discussed above in relation to
Fig. 3, when the twisted momentum pT(ϕ) approaches
the ionization spiral. This confirms numerically our ear-
lier hypothesis. In addition, we observe a significant de-
pendence of the amplitude phase,
Φ(pT(ϕ)) = argA(pT(ϕ)), (86)
and its derivative,
Φ′(pT(ϕ)) =
d
dϕ
Φ(pT(ϕ)), (87)
on the twist angle ϕ. It is also worth noting that Figs. 4
and 5 present the results based on the QRSFA accounting
fully for the mass corrections and electron recoil (dashed
red curve) and based on the relativistic SFA (solid blue
curve). A very good agreement between both theories is
observed not only for the modulus of the ionization prob-
ability amplitudes but also for the amplitude phases (86),
up to an irrelevant constant term. Once again we see
that our quasi-relativistic approach correctly describes
the high-energy ionization in the considered regime of
parameters.
B. OAM distributions
In this section, using the quasi-relativistic description,
we will analyze probability distributions of generating the
EVS carrying large orbital angular momenta m. We will
refer to them as the orbital angular momenta (OAM) dis-
tributions, |Am(p‖, p⊥)|2, where Am(p‖, p⊥) is implicitly
defined in (80).
Some properties of OAM distributions can be antici-
pated already from Figs. 4 and 5. It follows from these
figures that the phase derivative, Φ′(pT(ϕ)), is large. Be-
cause of the definition (80) and general properties of the
Fourier transform, one can conclude that if Φ′(pT(ϕ))
takes large values then the EVS with substantial topolog-
ical charges m will be generated. Additionally, since the
second and higher derivatives of Φ(pT(ϕ)) are also signif-
icantly different from zero (contrary to what is observed
for the supercontinuum in ionization [57], but similarly
to what is predicted for the Compton process [34, 35]),
we can expect that the OAM distributions will attain a
chirp. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.
In the upper panel of Fig. 6, we show the discrete OAM
distribution, |Am(p‖, p⊥)|2, for the time-averaged laser
field intensity 1016 W/cm2. The electron final momenta,
calculated in the coordinate system determined by the
angles θT = 0.387π and ϕT = 0, are: p‖ = 0.075mec
and p⊥ = 0.024mec. Note that in order to obtain the
OAM probability distribution out of this figure, one has
to multiply |Am(p‖, p⊥)|2 by p⊥/(2π)2. Here, we observe
a chirp-type structure with the dominant peak centered
at m = 645, which roughly corresponds to the maximum
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Figure 6. The OAM distribution (upper panel), in relativistic
units, for the family of vortex states represented in Fig. 5. The
discrete derivative of the phase of the probability amplitude
[cf., Eq. (89)] is also presented (lower panel). For visual pur-
poses, in both panels the points corresponding to the integer
values of m have been connected by the solid line.
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Figure 7. The same as in Fig. 6 but for p‖ = 0.078mec,
p⊥ = 0.012mec, θT = 0.437pi, and ϕT = 0. Moreover, φ = pi,
δp‖ = δp⊥ = δϕT = 0, and δθT = −0.05pi; i.e., now the
opening angle of the cone of twisted momenta is two times
smaller than in Fig. 6.
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value of Φ′(pT(ϕ)) presented in Fig. 5. Such a coinci-
dence is in full agreement with the general property of
the Fourier transform, which states that the linear part
of the phase is responsible for the ‘shift’ of the Fourier
components. In our case, this shift occurs towards posi-
tive values of m. Had we consider the opposite circular
polarization of the laser pulse [i.e., δ = −π/4 in Eq. (63)]
we would observe an identical shift, but towards nega-
tive values. Moreover, for the higher laser pulse inten-
sity 5× 1016W/cm2, as expected from the lower panel of
Fig. 4, the probability distribution acquires its maximum
values for larger m, m ≈ 3200.
In the lower panel of Fig. 6, we plot the discrete deriva-
tive of the phase of the probability amplitude,
Φm(p‖, p⊥) = argAm(p‖, p⊥), (88)
defined as
∆Φm(p‖, p⊥) = Φm(p‖, p⊥)− Φm−1(p‖, p⊥) mod 2π.
(89)
Except for particular values of m, for which the ioniza-
tion probability is very small, the phases of Am(p‖, p⊥)
increase approximately linearly with m, i.e.,
Φm(p‖, p⊥) ≈ Φ0(p‖, p⊥) +mπ mod 2π. (90)
Due to this regularity, the inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form leads to the smooth dependence of |A(pT(ϕ))| and
Φ(pT(ϕ)) on the twist angle ϕ.
In Fig. 7, we show the same as in Fig. 6 but the cone of
twisted momenta is twice that narrow, i.e., a half-opening
angle of the cone is now βT = 0.05π. Both figures exhibit
a similar behavior, except that the probability distribu-
tion is now peaked at around two times smaller values
of m, namely, m ≈ 325. Similar studies carried out
for a larger opening angle, with βT = 0.2π, show that
the maximum of the OAM distribution is shifted towards
larger values of the topological charge. Specifically, for
βT = 0.2π such maximum is found at m ≈ 1120. This
demonstrates that, by changing the angles of electron
propagation θT and ϕT, one can select a group of vortex
states of topological chargesm gathered around a specific
value.
The family of twisted momenta (85) with δp‖ = δp⊥ =
0 represents the most optimal choice for the generation
of EVS photoelectron states. This is well seen in Figs. 8
and 9. Note that in both figures we refer to the cylindrical
coordinate system such that θT = 0.387π and ϕT = 0.
Specifically, in the upper panel of Fig. 8 we show the
color mapping of the probability distribution |A(pT(ϕ))|2
as a function of the perpendicular momentum of the fi-
nal electron p⊥ and the twist angle ϕ. Here, the results
are for the fixed value of the electron parallel momen-
tum p‖ = 0.075mec. As expected, |A(pT(ϕ))|2 reaches
its maximum value at the twist angle ϕ = 0 (i.e., when
the twisted momenta pT(ϕ) touch the ionization spiral
pS(φ) at the pulse maximum, φ = π). This happens for
p⊥ = 0.024mec, in agreement with the results presented
Figure 8. Color mappings of ionization probability distri-
butions |A(pT(ϕ))|
2 (upper panel) and |Am(p‖, p⊥)|
2 (lower
panel) for the fixed p‖ = 0.075mec, and for the polar and az-
imuthal angles θT = 0.387pi and ϕT = 0. The maxima of the
OAM distribution (lower panel) depend linearly on the pho-
toelectron perpendicular momentum p⊥. Both distributions
are for δθT = −0.1pi and δϕT = 0.
Figure 9. The same as in Fig. 8 but as a function of p‖ and for
the fixed momentum p⊥ = 0.024mec. Note that the maxima
of the OAM distribution (lower panel) are independent of the
photoelectron parallel momentum p‖.
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in Fig. 5. Also, the probability distribution presented in
the upper panel of Fig. 9 peaks at the exact same values.
In the lower panels of Figs. 8 and 9 we show the OAM
distributions |Am(p‖, p⊥)|2, which consist of many par-
allel stripes. While the ones with the largest topological
charge dominate, the sidebands characterized by smaller
m gradually disappear. If we consider the case of fixed
p‖ (Fig. 8), one can observe that the positions of max-
ima of the distribution change linearly with p⊥. This is
understandable since the orbital angular momentum in
the n‖-direction is a linear function of p⊥, with a slope
x⊥. The quantity x⊥ can be interpreted as a perpen-
dicular size of the EVS wave packet. Specifically, based
on data plotted in Fig. 8, we estimate for those vortex
states that x⊥ ≈ 10 nm. On the other hand, by consider-
ing the case of fixed p⊥ (Fig. 9), the maxima of the OAM
distribution are located at specific values of the topolog-
ical charge, independently of p‖. This means that, for
the given m and p⊥, the ionization probability distribu-
tion as the function of p‖ forms a broad supercontinuum,
similar to the one observed for photoelectrons with lin-
ear momenta [57, 59–61]. This has a potential to employ
such photoelectron wave packets in 5-d electron diffrac-
tion. Such technique, an extension of the 4-d diffraction
which is based on the use of femtosecond electron wave
packets (see, e.g., [64–68]), would be able to probe helical
(or magnetic) properties of matter at different times.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied generation of the EVS in ionization by
short and intense laser pulses. For this purpose, we have
developed a quasi-relativistic approach going beyond our
recent formulation presented in [33]. As we have shown
for near infrared laser pulses and intensities of the order
of 1016 W/cm2, our modified QRSFA, that accounts for
the recoil and mass relativistic corrections, gives quanti-
tatively good results as compared to the relativistic SFA.
We have used this approach to demonstrate that the vor-
tex states of large topological charge (approaching 1000)
are generated under current conditions. It follows from
our investigations that such states are detected provided
that the family of twisted momenta approach the ioniza-
tion spiral. The latter defines the region in momentum
space where the ionization occurs with significant prob-
abilities [60, 61].
We have shown that, for the fixed perpendicular elec-
tron momentum p⊥ and topological charge m, the ion-
ization spectrum form the supercontinuum [57, 60, 61].
This means that the EVS might be interesting and im-
portant subjects for further studies, as they can probe
a new degree of freedom (namely, chirality) in electron
diffraction experiments. In order to generate few fem-
tosecond or attosecond electron vortex wave packets, the
creation of photoelectrons of relativistic energies is nec-
essary [69]. In this case, however, the free-electron states
of well defined orbital angular momentum cannot be de-
fined (see, e.g., Refs. [31, 32]). This problem is going to
be explored in our further investigations.
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Appendix A: Relativistic SFA
Below, we introduce the relativistic SFA which is based
on the Dirac equation (for details, see [57]). For this pur-
pose, we use the four-vector notation. For two arbitrary
four-vectors, a and b, we define their scalar product as
a · b = aµbµ, where the Einstein summation convention
is used. We use also the Feynman slash notation for a
contraction with the Dirac gamma matrices, /a = γµa
µ,
and u¯ = u†γ0 for bispinors.
In the relativistic SFA, the interaction Hamiltonian in
the velocity gauge is
HˆI(x) = ecγ
0 /A(k · x), (A1)
where A(φ) = (0,A(φ)) and φ = ωt − k · x. Hence, the
Volkov solution for an electron embedded in the laser
field becomes [54, 55]
ψ
(0)
pλ (x) =
√
mec2
Ep
(
1− e
2k · p /A/k
)
upλe
−iSp(x), (A2)
with
Sp(x) = p · x+
∫ k·x
0
dφ
[eA(φ) · p
p · k −
e2A2(φ)
2p · k
]
(A3)
and
p = (Ep/c,p), Ep =
√
(cp)2 + (mec2)2. (A4)
In Eq. (A2), upλ is the free-electron bispinor such that
(/p−mec)upλ = 0, (A5)
which satisfies the normalization condition u¯pλupλ′ =
δλλ′ , with λ = ±1 labeling the spin degrees of freedom.
Without going into details of our calculations, which
are presented in [57], we rewrite the probability ampli-
tude of ionization from the bound state of a hydrogen-like
ion into the continuum such that
Aλiλ(p) =− i
√
mec2
Ep
∫ ∞
−∞
dt
∫
d3x
× e−i
(
p+
Erel
B
−Ep
c
n
)
·x+iG(ωt−k·x,p)
× u¯pλ
(
1 +
e
2k · p /A/k
)
γ0HˆI(x)ψB(x) (A6)
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and
G(φ,p) =
∫ φ
0
dφ′
(Ep − ErelB
ω
− eA(φ
′) · p
k · p +
e2A2(φ′)
2k · p
)
. (A7)
Note that the relativistic theory takes into account the
electron spin. Specifically, in (A6), we have the initial λi
and final λ spin degrees of freedom of the ionized elec-
tron. It happens however that, for the parameters con-
sidered in this paper, the spin effects are negligible. In
other words, the ionization occurs with no spin flip (tak-
ing into account that the spin quantization axis is parallel
to the laser pulse propagation direction). We also need
to stress that even though we keep the same notation
for the bound state as in Sec. III B 1, this time ψB(x) is
a four-component wave function which follows from the
Dirac equation [58] and depends on λi.
To get some insight into the origin of relativistic cor-
rections introduced in Sec. III B 1, we focus here on the
exponent of Eq. (A6). Note that its phase differs from
the one in Eq. (61). First of all, it contains the shift of the
momentum p by
ErelB −Ep
c
n, which is responsible for the
retardation effects [33]. However, as it follows from our
numerical results, it is justified to neglect this shift under
current conditions. Moreover, it follows from Eq. (A7)
that the correction (55) should be generalized such that
N(p,k) = p · k, which is accounted for in our modi-
fied QRSFA [i.e., its version ii) introduced in Sec. III D].
To have a close analogy between (A7) and (61), we also
rewrite: Ep−ErelB = Ekin(p)−(ErelB −mec2), with Ekin(p)
defined in (70). This suggest that when developing the
modified QRSFA treatment one can account for the full
relativistic kinetic energy of the electron (70). It also fol-
lows from here and the discussion in Sec. III C that, in the
nonrelativistic limit, it is justified to replace (ErelB −mec2)
by the binding energy of the hydrogen-like ion that is de-
rived from the Schro¨dinger equation, EB . Finally, while
disregarding the retardation effects, we take G(ωt,p) in
Eq. (60).
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